Advances in genome-wide association studies of complex traits in rice.
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS), genetic surveys of the whole genome to detect variants associated with a trait in natural populations, are a powerful approach for dissecting complex traits. This genetic mapping approach has been applied in rice over the last 10 years. During the last decade, GWAS was used to identify the loci underlying tens of rice traits, and several important genes were detected in GWAS and further confirmed in follow-up functional experiments. In this review, we present an overview of the whole process in a typical GWAS, including population design, genotyping, phenotyping and analysis methods. Recent advances in rice GWAS are also provided, including several examples of the functional characterization of candidate genes. The possible breakthroughs of rice GWAS in the next decade are discussed with regard to their application in breeding, the consideration of epistatic interactions and in-depth functional annotations of DNA elements and genetic variants throughout the rice genome.